
Customer name: Location:

1 Door details Tick

1.1 Single width

Double width

1.2 Left mounting

Right mounting

1.3 Inside

Outside

2 Frame Suitability Tick

2.1 Square frame 

4 sides

Minimum space

No obstructions

3 Measuring (mm)

3.1 Width of screen

3.2 Drop of screen

4 Options Tick

4.1 Magnet handle

Latching handle

Finger pull

4.2 Soft close control

4.3 Standard 18/14 Mesh

4.4 Standard white gloss colour

Standard brown gloss colour

Wood grain (specify)

RAL no (specify)

               Gloss finish

               Semi finish

               Matt finish

5 Customer Advice Tick

5.1 Walking into screens

Blow out tracks

Do not push mesh

Clean tracks

Mesh servicing

Pet deterrent

Survey sheet
The Legacy screen for doors

Guidance Notes

1.1  Doors.

 i.  We classify doors up to 1.22m wide as single 
doors. Doors over 1.22m up to 2.44m are 
classified as double doors. The maximum  
drop for standard doors is 2.13m.

1.2  Housing Position.

 i.  Only applicable to single doors. On single doors, 
the screen housing should mount on the same 
side as the door’s hinges. On double doors two 
housings will be used, one mounted vertically  
up each side of the door.

1.3  Door Swing. 

 i.  If the door opens outwards, you will need to 
mount the screen on the inside of the frame.  
If the door opens inwards, the screen will need 
to mount on the outside of the frame.

2.1  To ensure a straightforward installation, please 
check that the frame to be screened meets the 
following criteria:

 i. Ensure that the frame to be screened is square. 

  ii.  Ensure you have frame on all 4 sides of the 
doorway (i.e. you will need a threshold at the 
bottom of the frame). 

  iii.  With the door open, moving outwards from the 
daylight opening, and ignoring any moulded or 
bevelled edges to the frame, ensure that you 
have a minimum of 25mm of flat surface at the 
top and bottom upon which to mount the screen, 
and a minimum of 10mm of flat surface on the 
left and right uprights of the frame.

 iv.  Ensure the area of frame you are fitting to is flat, 
smooth and clear of obstructions such as door 
bells, security chains, etc. When fitting externally 
look out for weather strips or drip bars on doors 
that may hit the slide bar when the door is closed.

3.1  To measure the width of the screen.

 i.   Repeat the process by measuring the width of the 
daylight opening, past any mouldings or bevels to 
the flat surface of the frame. Add 20mm (10mm 
each side) to this measurement to give you the 
width of the screen. Note: if there is more than 
10mm each side, then overlapping the screen 
further on the housing side, up to a max. of 
50mm, will make for a better installation as it  
will enclose the back of the screen housing.

3.2  To measure the drop of the screen.

 i.  First measure the height of the daylight opening 
(note: it is important that you measure past any 
mouldings or bevels to the flat, solid surface 
of the frame). Add 50mm (25mm at the top 
and 25mm at the bottom) to this measurement 
to give you the drop of the screen. For ease, 
measure to the nearest 10mm.

4.1   Handle type.

 i.  The latching handle can be used on inside or 
outside applications. It should only be used 
in low traffic situations such as domestic 
doorways. It is not recommended to use the 
latching handle in high traffic situations such as 
commercial doorways.

 ii.  Magnets combined with standard handles  
can be used in all situations and are especially 
useful for high-traffic situations such as 
commercial doorways.

 iii.  Finger pulls should be used where the door 
handles/sash frame will foul the screen handles (i.e. 
when the door is closed and the screen retracted 
into its housing). Note: these are only compatible 
with magnets and cannot be used with the latching 
handle or soft close. 

4.2  Soft close.

 i.  The soft close system can only be used on inside 
applications. As with the latching handle, it should 
only be used in low traffic situations such as 
domestic doorways. It is not recommended to use 
the soft close system in high traffic situations such 
as commercial doorways. 

 ii.  The soft close system is not required on single 
doors where the latching handle is used.

4.3 Use standard 18/14 stiffened mesh for doors.

4.4  In addition to our standard gloss white, brown and 
stock wood grain screens, we can manufacture 
screens in any RAL colour. If you require a coloured 
screen please provide a RAL number and please 
specify gloss, semi-gloss or matt. Wood grain has a 
textured finish.

5.1  For clarity we suggest that you inform your 
customers of the following before installation:

 i.  When people walk into the screens they are 
designed to sail out rather than rip the mesh.  
If this happens the user should brush the mesh 
back into the tracks and close the door slowly.

 ii.  In windy and draughty conditions the mesh can 
also blow out of the tracks. Again the customer 
should brush the mesh back into the track and 
close the door slowly.

 iii.  Customers should not push the mesh/slidebar 
faster than the spring will allow it to recoil.

 iv.   Customers should keep door tracks clean and 
clear of debris. A vacuum cleaner is ideal for this 
as it helps clean out the cassette end caps.

 v.  The mesh is a serviceable part and will 
eventually need replacing.

 vi.  Screens can act as a deterrent to animals but 
are not designed specifically for this purpose 
and are NOT guaranteed to keep pets in or out.

Notes: e.g. colour code, name, make, finish, etc.


